August 7, 2018 – Stolen Pull-Tab Games

The following pull-tab games were reported stolen in the Montevideo area:

Game: **Two Up**  
Manufacturer: International Gamco  
Form #1432  
Serial #3018788

Game: **Off the Rail**  
Manufacturer: International Gamco  
Form #1846CE  
Serial #8083719

Game: **Wild Mouse**  
Manufacturer: International Gamco  
Form #1901CE  
Serial #8246405

Game: **Fun Fair**  
Manufacturer: International Gamco  
Form #449SS  
Serial #8193030

Sellers should always be diligent to check winning pull-tabs being redeemed against the deals they have in play to make certain that the form and serial numbers match.

Organizations should be aware that someone may try to redeem the tickets. If someone attempts to redeem at your site:

1. Do not redeem the ticket(s).  
2. Retain the ticket(s) if possible.  
3. Identify the person attempting to redeem the ticket(s) by their driver’s license by either scanning it or writing down the information from the license before giving it back.  
4. Attempt to obtain a description and license plate number of any vehicle the suspect is driving, if possible.

Notify local police of any attempt to redeem the ticket(s) as soon as possible.